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There are some law regarding drunk driving imposed as penalties to people who drive their car after
the consumption of alcohol. These are driving offenses and few of the very important and basic
drink driving laws are:

If a person has consumed alcohol above the blood level and is in charge of the car then it can result
into penalty of 3 months in prison, license disqualification and even a maximum fine of 2500 pounds.

Driving or attempting to drive while intoxicated may lead to 6 months in prison, disqualification of
driving license for a year and a fine of upto 5000 pounds. When such situation arises, a drink driving
solicitor can take over the case and reduce a few terms of the penalties that have been charged.

If a person refuses to supply the police with breath, blood, urine for performing alcohol level test
may result in similar penalties. Drink driving solicitors can reduce the amount of penalties here, as
the chances of winning in such cases are a little more. The law allows police to take samples to
check the level of alcohol consumption if the authorised personnel suspect a person for having
consumed alcohol, or as a suspect of an accident or moving traffic violation. If a person has health
issues and cannot provide breath then a substitute for such test can be taken.

drink driving solicitors are all aware of the new and updated traffic rules; hence, they can fight for a
case if they find people being charged wrongly. In most cases compensation claims on various
bases can be asked from the person blamed. If he can prove himself innocent with the help of drink
driving solicitor then he can earn a compensation on harassment and different other law rule basis.
Hiring the best drink driving solicitors thus become important in cases of traffic law violation.
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For more information on a drink driving solicitors, check out the info available online; these will help
you learn to find the a drink driving solicitor!
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